
News update- 15th May
Updated Government Coronavirus 
advice means that recreational GA 
flying is now allowed:

• from English airfields
• if social distancing measures are strictly 
observed

In practice this means solo flights only or 
flights where everyone is from the same
household. This is because observing social 
distancing during a GA flight is not generally
possible.
Recreational general aviation is currently still 
not allowed in Scotland, Northern Ireland or
Wales.
The full instructions from the BMAA can be 
downloaded here:
https://www.bmaa.org/files/Covid_Guidance_
GA_Recreational_Flying_15_May_2020.pdf
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For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

Rees Keene happy to be back in the air 

Club WhatsApp Group
In case you didn’t know there is a club 
WhatsApp group called “Svmc chat” where 
club members are chatting and 
exchanging aviation news. If you want to 
join the group please contact Rees Keene 
who set this up.

https://www.bmaa.org/files/Covid_Guidance_GA_Recreational_Flying_15_May_2020.pdf


First Flight after Lockdown by Myron Burak

14:35 Notice received from Toby Willcox via SVMC chat that flying was ON.
14:45 Situation verified and insurance updated.
17:00 TAKE Off
Living the life style of the happily retired, these days I’m not normally prone to speedy and 
decisive action. But when the news came through about a return to flying, the red mist came 
over me and I was galvanised into action. This was not a rushed affair, just surprisingly 
efficient. Preparation was thorough, particularly the preflight. I find a nice slow methodical 
preflight after a long lay off tends to calm the nerves and focus the mind.

Seemed to work anyway, as it was a nice uneventful take off. I bimbled around for about 40 
minutes heading South over my home and buzzing the village (at 500 ft +AGL). I don’t think it 
had quite sunk in yet. Upon landing, Andy Virgo was just about to take off. The landing was 
good, with only a slight balloon to detract from it perfect.

A short break and it was up again for another go. This time North after a 360 round May Hill. 
Now I was really starting to enjoy myself. The air quite dense and buoyant, so with my weight 
only, a steady climb was set up with not much more that cruise rpm. Cloudbase was about 
4000 and I kept going weaving through the approx 50% cumulus. I levelled out above the 
tops at 6000. Then it hit me, a sense of freedom and being released. Magic as they say. The 
fluffy white carpet that you get above cumulus is always a wonderful sight. On the way down 
I couldn’t resist a nice white small cloud to fly through my ‘Brocken Spectre’, first checking 
that there wasn’t a mountain or another plane the other side. Apparently another name for 
this phenomena is Anticorona, says it all doesn’t it.

A slow descent back to Over  and some very mild aerobatics added to the currency I was 
accumulating after such a long lay off. A very passable landing finished what will be one of 
the most memorable flights I’ve ever had. A few others were about, Andy, Rees and Phil. It 
was great to see them again. The warm glow of a successful flight was particularly sweet that 
evening.

a

a
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia   2000- By Ed Wells  
Episode One     
Introduction: 

With the approach of the new century and an increasing awareness that I may not live to see 
another I decided it was time to stop working for a while and focus some attention on a big trip 
out. Some friends had emigrated to British Columbia back in 1996, they had invited us to stay. 
We wanted see both them and Canada so the decision on where to go was easy. 

We were invited to stay as long as we wanted whenever we wanted, but eight over excited 
kids in one house might have tested our friendship to destruction! Also we were hoping to see 
more of Canada than just one area and so I decided to explore another possibility… 

 

How does a family of six with limited budget in high tourist season contain the cost of an 
extended holiday like this to an acceptable budget -

 
especially when they want the flexibility to 

move around?  Answer: http://www.holi-swaps.com
 

this Internet site maintains listings of 
people all over the world with housing or accommodation who are

 
potentially  willing to swap 

with you -
 
a leap of faith based on mutual trust, email and of course good luck.

 

A quick scan through the Canadian listings revealed only one holi-swapper
 

close to matching 
our needs. They wanted to swap the whole of August with someone in the south of England. 
Additional research on http://www.expedia.com

 
found the approximate location in relationship 

to our friends. It turned out to be within around five hours drive and close to, what was 
described as, BC’s Riviera? Our swap was potentially on Apex Mountain -

 
somewhere in the 

Coast Mountain Range (you know the one -
 

just left of the Rockies!).
 

A flurry of email through January resulted in our
 

agreeing to swap our home on May Hill for 24 
days with The MacGregors. Oddly enough the MacGregors

  

turned out to be a British family, 
working in Dubai but owning two Ski Lodge apartments on Apex mountain. This was either an 
elaborate international scam or a stroke of good fortune –

 

we opted for cabin fever and good 
fortune. The plan was coming together nicely, we shook electronic hands on it and the second 
location was sorted…

 

The flights, car hire, hotel and holiday insurance were all easily arranged via the Internet and 
a single Canadian phone call.

 

On the 31st

 

July we threw our house keys at the MacGregor’s 
and with no proper idea of where we were going headed for Gatwick. 

 

There just isn’t enough space to do a running commentary on where we went and what we saw. For the rest of this 
series I will concentrate on the flying I both saw and did during our stay.

 

Flight experience 1:      Airtransat Airbus A330

   

 

A 9 hour direct flight from Gatwick to Vancouver International -

 

Airtransat Airbus A330

 

The following articles have been submitted by Ed Wells and date back to his big trip 20 years ago
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode One     

 
Leg 1. The great circle flight path from Gatwick to Vancouver – around 4,734 miles 

A typical sanitised, homogenised, cynically and clinically executed charter flight with total 
focus on fuel burn and economy rather than my request for the jump seat - I found I could 
handle the rejection OK after a few medicinal whiskies had dulled the cramp in my legs. 
Mercifully our four children slept peacefully for the majority of the nine-hour flight as I staved 
off deep vein thrombosis by repeatedly visiting the various, but not varied, toilet facilities.  

I’ve noticed over the years that the more people there are packed into close confines the less 
social we all become. I met no one of any apparent interest during my nine-hour promenade 
preoccupied as I was with the vision of frozen Airline waste products hurtling towards some 
poor unfortunate holidaymaker sleeping peacefully in the sunshine (mouth open of course!). 
Maybe my fellow travellers were telepathic - more likely they were intent on avoiding the 
galloping promenades! 

The highlight of the trip, which took place entirely in daylight, was passing over Iceland, 
Greenland then Foxe Basin followed by a near perfect view of the breaking ice flows in 
Hudson Bay. As we flew at nearly 600mph for two hours over nothing but tundra I suddenly 
began to appreciate the sheer size of Canada – no visible roads, railways or people, just 
tundra!  

A slightly cloudy approach over the Rocky and Coast Mountain ranges into Vancouver was 
followed by a perfect landing. Not my idea of heaven as you can tell, so after breathing in the 
re-cycled farts of total strangers for nearly 10 hours - things just had to get better…  

 

We had a surprisingly good night in a Holiday Inn just off the airport and picked up our hire 
vehicle the following morning and headed out for the Coast Mountains where the rules of the 
Canadian roads gradually sank in. 

 
Leg 2. In a Dodge Day Van rental (5 to 6 hours drive) 

Next Month -  Canadian Flight experience 2:     C-FVFA - Zenair STOL CH701 
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Two     
Introduction: 

After a few days of jet lag recovery and holiday mountain stuff I decided to treat the family 
with a visit to the local Air Show to see The Snowbirds (Canadian Air Force Display Team) 
which was scheduled, I thought, for the 5th August at Penticton. The airfield is on the shores 
of Okanagan Lake about an hour’s easy drive down Apex mountain where we were staying.  

 
The Coast Mountains and lakes 

Unfortunately the Internet supplied information was wrong this time and we were a day early 
for the show. A chat with the airfield restaurant manager put us right on the date, strangely 
enough he turned out to be a retired Australian who used to be a senior Airport manager from 
Heathrow! We drank tea and chatted for a while until the conversation veered towards me 
flying either under instruction or as a passenger around the local area, he directed me to my 
best prospect - a German Ultra light Flying Instructor called Dieter.   

 

Canadian Flight experience 2:     C-FVFA - Zenair STOL CH701   

5th August very hot evening, awesome… 

Dieter combines flying instruction with electronics engineering in his native Germany, he 
migrates annually from Germany to Canada for a few months each summer to grab some 
decent flying weather. His plane, the Zenair STOL CH701, is not good looking but this 
magazine quote may give you some idea of what was to come. 

"Takeoff in the STOL CH 701 is breathtaking. Depending upon how aggressive the pilot wants to be, the 
airplane can be hauled into the air with a ground roll of less than 100 feet. ...the control response was very 
good, and because of the low stall speed, it is possible to make the airplane literally pivot on a wing tip. I've 
seen airplanes that could be flown through a hangar, but as I have said before, I think a really good pilot 
could fly a STOL CH 701 into a hangar, do a 180, and fly back out. The performance is truly that spectacular.  

Dieter apparently was planning on returning to Germany on the 7th, the 6th was out of bounds 
due to the Air Show so he volunteered to take me flying that very evening. A fast dash back 
up the mountain to deposit the family then down the mountain again - for a spot of 
relaxation… How wrong could I be! 
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Two     

 
Dieter and the CH 701 safe under its steel covers (summer storm hailstones kill planes apparently) 

 
CH 701 Pre - flight checks 

 

At this point be aware that I thought I was looking at a rather ugly Ultra light designed as a 
cheap trainer. I did a quick video interview and jumped into the left seat declaring that I used 
to fly 3 axis and had a lapsed PPL-A. I wish I had kept my mouth shut! Dieter was clearly a 
direct descendant of the Red Barron! He gunned the 912 Rotax on the runway to show me 
just what this miniature bush plane could do. Awwwwesome… the ground roll was nothing! 
Seriously, it felt like feet not yards… At this point we had maybe 15mph on the nose and the 
CH 701 unstuck at around 30mph! The climb out attitude felt very like a lightly loaded 
powerful flex wing - my feet were well above my head, the shock was so acute I nearly kissed 
my ass goodbye!!  And what is the colour of adrenalin? – I still can’t tell you, but it was close – 
very close… 

We flew out over the lake in search of some calmer air and headed south towards Okanagan 
Falls. I took the controls for a while and did a few turns, ups and downs and all those things 
we remember from training.  
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Two     

 
Ch 701 – spectacular views 

 

When I had finished my sympathetic and gentlemanly flying and the engine was well warmed 
up, Dieter took over for a while. Christ almightily! I didn’t know which way was up or what the 
hell was happening as Dieter threw the thing all over the sky kicking the full flying rudder in 
time with the flaperons and throttle.  

The CH701 turned on a sixpence, climbed nearly straight up and can apparently take 6gs 
without breaking up. To graphically demonstrate the climb capability Dieter increased the 
angle of attack until we were dragging along at 30mph. He then carried on increasing the 
angle of attack whilst winding the 912 Rotax up to maximum revs. Prop hanging with an 
indicated airspeed of 20mph - and most or all of that was prop wash! When we had finished 
hanging around he continued by demonstrating some stalls which again were different to 
anything I had ever experienced – no buffet, no nod, no wing dip… nothing. It just kind of 
headed down perfectly flat until one of its flying surfaces was asked to do something 
meaningful.   

I flew a while longer whilst my stomach calmed down then filmed as Dieter returned us to the 
Airfield. By this time the reliable north south headwind had turned into a strong westerly 
caused by the sun still shining on the Rockies whilst the newly shaded Coast Mountains 
triggered a catabatic flow to die for… Pentictan is a straight north south strip big enough to 
take small commercial jets but with no alternate runway. Dieter wrestled the CH701 to the 
ground and by his own admission the cross wind and the landing was one of the most 
interesting he had encountered. 

My video has worked ok so you can experience the battering through the safety of a lens.  

So we were down, film ‘in the can,’ stomach recovering, and the experience just beginning to 
sink in. We had seen some beautiful country during our trip but the lasting impression I have 
is, how can an ultra light perform like that?  I offered to pay Dieter for the lesson but he 
wouldn’t hear of it, eventually I persuaded him to take $10 (about £5) for gas.  

We chatted for an hour or two joined by his friend Walter (Walter makes a very good living re-
spraying aeroplanes for rich Americans). Conversation veered towards float planes and who 
might know where I could get a ride. A man building a Murphy in the next hanger was 
allegedly friendly with a Doctor who had one - somewhere on the Lake, but where? 

A fire had started somewhere up country, it must have been a big one as three big tanker 
planes (DC6s I think), full of extinguishing stuff, clambered slowly into the air and flew north. 
Minutes later a Rapid Intercept fire squad went off in their helicopter closely followed by 
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Two     
another one carrying a large bladder of water for spot dousing isolated houses. A country of 
extremes, intensely cold in winter and very hot in summer, but almost always dry. In a good 
summer fire is a big earner for the Pentictan area, fire crews and itinerant American helicopter 
pilots based there survive on retainers and pray for long dry spells during which they all get 
rich. 

Dieter explained about the economies of fire fighting and how two years ago 8000 hectares of 
forested mountain ridge just across the lake had got out of hand and burnt for over three 
weeks. It was in Pentictan’s own back yard - they had not been inclined to incur the cost of 
putting it out early! The mountain winds had driven the fire on taking with it many homes 
whilst the authorities debated the cost of action. A lesson to be learnt in England perhaps as 
privatisation attaches a cost to everything and relegates the value of safety to budgets that 
will never be spent until some major damage has been done (NATS watch out!).  

A great evening spent in good company, I said goodnight to Dieter and Walter and headed 
back up Apex Mountain in the dark. Saw plenty of deer, a coyote and nearly collided with a 
bear! The bear turned around startled and somehow transformed itself into a black horse… 
Magical evening  - well it couldn’t get much better… or could it… 

 

The next day we covered the same journey again and we spent the day at the Air Show, 
which was incredibly hot, this was obviously creating problems for the fire gangs fighting the 
flames to the north as they continued to operate in and around the display. The highlight for 
the formal show was the Snowbird display - and the sight of a Scottish Pipe band sweltering 
in kilts and regimental hats! 

 
CT-114 Tutor of the Snowbirds 

 
Good but the Red Arrows maybe better 
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Two     

 
The Pipe Band going well beyond the call of duty in over 80 degrees 

 

 

Next Month - Canadian  Flight experience 3:     C-FZRD - Cessna 185 on floats   
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Three     
Introduction: 

Dieter and the manic STOL CH701 had taken the edge off my need to fly. For a week I 
returned to the mountains and lakes to do more normal family holiday things. I talked to lots of 
people in the continued hope that someone might know anyone with a floatplane. No leads to 
follow up apart from the mythical Doctor somewhere on the lake! The temperature in the 
Okanagan Valley was in the 80s and 90s most days so we decided to take a cooling trip on 
the lake in a paddle powered Dragon boat searching for Ogopogo (Nessie’s cousin!). Once 
again I passed the time chatting to friendly strangers about anything and everything – 
including float plane fliers… The Captain let each of the kids take a turn at the helm whilst he 
told the story of Ogopogo – as luck would have it he knew a man with a float plane which was 
kept to the north on the Summerland lakeshore. That man was T.P.Manders, M.D. his surgery 
number was in the phone book – (250) 494-0515, time to make a call… 

 

Canadian  Flight experience 3:     C-FZRD - Cessna 185 on floats   

11 th August from Okanagan lake another very hot evening. 

Doctors are in short supply in Canada and are consequently overworked. Flying Doctors are 
even rarer so it was a massive stroke of luck when I called the Summerland surgery that I 
actually caught Dr Terry Manders passing by his administration desk. A brief explanation of 
who I was, what I was and what I had hoped to do, was met with… “Well you know I was just 
planning on taking a flight this evening – how would you like to come along?”  Don’t you just 
love it when a plan comes together!  I quickly re-arranged some horse trekking we had 
planned for that evening and drove the wheels off our hire car to get there on time.  

 

I followed the same routine as with Deiter, I introduced myself then asked for a video diary of 
the experience - no problem. We walked down the side of Terry’s lovely house on the 
Lakeshore onto his private jetty – on the left a boat hoist for the family speedboat, on the right 
a boat hoist for his floatplane.  

 
Terry fueling up the Cessna 185 at Summerland ready to go… boating 

Terry’s passions are flying and fishing, he explained how the best fishing lakes are way up in 
the mountains where people find it hard to get to. He uses his plane mainly for fishing and 
pleasure trips and had been North to Alaska and East over the Rockies a number of times. 
Until 99 he also had a land plane based at Pentictan airport until a friend of his crashed it and 
was killed, so now he flys his 300hp 6-cylinder bush plane off floats all summer then fits 
wheels and transfers to Pentictan airport for the winter. Economy doesn’t really come into it – 
gas is cheap and the odds of survival improve a lot when you’re being trashed by mountain 
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Three     
winds or powering out of a small lake in, what is literally, the middle of nowhere!  Natural raw 
beauty is everywhere in British Columbia but it was becoming increasingly clear that the 
weather and circumstance leave little option for survival if it all goes wrong! 

Floatplane flying, it appears, is a cross between sailing and flying. You need to assess drift; 
waves and current whilst in the water then transfer to wind and clouds for flying. Simple ech! 
Well Terry has been doing it for years and by his own admission still gets it wrong. The 
plane’s rudder is connected to the float rudders, which made our departure from the jetty a 
relatively easy job. We just unhitched the mooring ropes, pushed the plane away from the 
jetty at the same time as jumping on the nearest float – then into the cockpit. Engine started 
and warm up took place as we gently cruised the waters of the Okanagan looking to ensure 
there were no boats, jet skis or Ogopogo’s on the runway!  

 
Off the jetty onto the float and into the seat 

The trick seems to be to find water with a small amount of wave on it. This helps the floats 
unstick and move quickly from displacement to planeing - reducing float drag considerably. 
The drag reduces - the speed increases; no need for flaps at this stage as the less drag the 
faster we achieve takeoff speed. We reach 60/65 and Terry hits the flap control, she un-sticks 
and we are away. Mooring ropes, which were just left dangling around, now hang neatly on 
the floats in the slipstream. Terry fiddles with the float rudder hoist to ensure they are not torn 
off when we decide to land again.  

We flew out over the lake to gain height, the 300hp engine allowing us to climb at a very 
respectable rate considering it was carrying two small boats underneath. We followed the 
lakeshore North with Terry giving a running commentary on the terrain, local population and 
employment statistics – his flying was reassuringly calm which I guess was due to his 
knowledge of local conditions, experience and of course faith in the machinery.  

Summerland is mainly a retirement community built around Giants Head Mountain - in fact the 
whole Okanagan area is predominantly retired (a bit like Eastbourne). Apparently ninety 
percent of the local wealth is in the hands of the aged few. The only real money being made 
is from tourism with Americans bringing much needed dollars to the local economy. I learnt a 
lot about the Okanagan area that evening as Terry wove stories of wildlife, history, social and 
technological infrastructure into a rich tapestry of information. I filmed for a while as we flew 
up into the mountains, he showed me played out aluminium mines and phosphorous lakes as 
we searched fruitlessly for herds of wild mountain sheep. We eventually turned back towards 
the lake where Terry insisted on taking over the video whilst I flew us back. A magical evening 
in a big safe Cessna, perfect visibility and time to reflect on the natural beauty of British 
Columbia as the long mountain shadows once again began chasing the daylight from the 
Okanagan Valley.  
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Big Country - Travelling and flying in British Columbia  
Episode Three     

 
Mining in Canada – just clear a small mountain and start digging 

We chose our runway (passageway?) making sure no boats were in the way. Landing is 
again best accomplished with slight waves to ensure the water drag is not too dramatic. Glass 
smooth lakes present some drag problems but not as much as heavy swells, if the waves are 
too large the theory is that you stall into the water and rely on float buoyancy to keep you up. 
Not recommended and irrelevant on the majority of Canada’s many large unspoilt lakes.  

The taxi/voyage back to Terry’s house was a relaxed boating affair. He lowered the float 
rudders into the water again and we cruised for home on a fast tick over. Just prior to the jetty 
he suddenly cut the engine and jumped out of his door onto the float shouting, “you take the 
rudder – I might get wet now!”  Well I wish he had warned me, but in the event it was no 
problem at all. He had assessed the drift and approach speed perfectly; all I did was plant my 
feet on the rudder pedals as directed and we docked without a damp foot between us.  

No worries just peaceful fulfilment. Where else can you experience the tranquillity of 
mountains plus water and couple it with the ultimate privilege of flight in a country more 
beautiful and unspoilt than I can ever hope to describe. I was then invited to join them for 
dinner by his wife. I spent that evening eating, drinking and chatting with Terry and his family 
increasing beyond measure my understanding of British Columbia, Canada and its people.  

It appears to me that Canadians (well at least the ones I met) share a deep love of their 
country and their lives; they actively seek out that thrill which can only be found on the edge 
of experience. The seasons are so intensely different - the very real prospect of death is 
everywhere so why worry? Understand what might happen, what could happen and then do it 
anyway…  

 

Next Month - Canadian  experience 4:     North to Salmon Arm 
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Items for Sale

. 

For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

Special thanks to Ed Wells and Myron Burak for their articles

Please send any future contributions to the Airscrew to the Editor Pete Smith at:
email: jellylegs56@hotmail.com       Tel:- 01594 562545

50% share available in a fantastic 912 Rans S6!
A great opportunity to get very cheap 4 stroke flying.

Based in Gloucestershire and already hangared 

Very good performance as you'd expect with a 912. Cruises at 80mph and will well exceed 
1000fpm flown solo.

Engine and airframe have roughly 750 hours on each. 

Permitted until 14th of April, but will be extended at no extra cost for the buyer.

Recent work includes (not shown in photo):
Update of dash panel including wiring, LED replacement and general tidying
New Yaesu radio
Microavionics intercom fitted
Pilot aware fitted
Audio installed for pilot aware and iPhone
RAM mount for phone/tablet fitted

The share available is being sold on behalf of the registered owner (moved to a new 
machine) by myself, the other share holder.

£6950, plus very competitive monthly contributions including hangarage and running costs 
to be discussed. 
Call Rees on 07824704272 or email:  rees@overfarm.co.uk
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